Acute flaccid myelitis caused by enterovirus D68: Case definitions for use in clinical practice.
Acute flaccid myelitis (AFM) was increasingly detected in recent years, coinciding with upsurges of enterovirus D68 (EV-D68) infections. We reviewed the evidence for a causal relationship between both. Based on reported cases, we provide case definitions for AFM caused by EV-D68 infections to enable a standard procedure for affected patients. Current case definitions are focussing on epidemiological aspects but clinical case definitions are still missing. We propose the following case definitions to be used in clinical practice in order to mirror clinical realities and facilitate a common systematic approach in case management: A possible case is defined as a person presenting with either acute myelitis/paralysis or Guillain-Barré Syndrome (GBS), particularly during periods of EV-D68 circulation. A probable case is defined as a person presenting with symptoms of either acute myelitis/paralysis or GBS and at least one of the following criteria: i) MRI abnormality representing with T2 hyperintensity in spinal cord grey matter with or without hyperintensity at dorsal brain stem, ii) investigations showing an axonal neuropathy including reduced compound motor action potentials with normal conduction velocities and absence of conduction blocks compatible with anterior horn cell disease or iii) detection of enteroviruses in a respiratory specimen obtained from the lower respiratory tract during periods of EV-D68 circulation. A confirmed case is defined as a person presenting with acute flaccid myelitis/paralysis, MRI abnormality and detection of enterovirus-D68-specific nucleic acids in a respiratory specimen using a validated PCR assay targeting the VP1 gene with subsequent sequencing and typing.